Summary concept:
Uni-Earth is a cause-driven university that allows students to find their purpose whilst
working on real projects from the start of their learning journey.
Students form learning communities around real projects. The students decide which
learning community they want to join, based on their personal interest. Working on real
projects allows student to learn by doing and foster an entrepreneurial mindset, preparing
them to be part of the workforce of the future.

Background
What is the need behind an alternative university like Uni-earth?
We believe there is a deep mismatch between the skills our education systems nurture and
the needs of society.
In a typical Western education system, results indicated that “since 1990, even as IQ scores
have risen, creative thinking scores have significantly decreased” (click here for link source).
Traditional education does not sufficiently value innovative and entrepreneurial thinking –
our system even dumbs down the creative genius that we were born with (click here for link
source)
Yet creative skills and mindsets are indispensable in a workforce that must be responsive to
change and capable of finding new solutions to complex problems. The World Economic
Forum itself has identified social abilities such as coordinating with others and persuasion,
as well as complex problem-solving skills, as essential in the knowledge-based workplace of
the near future (click here for link source)
We live in the times of autonomous cars, reusable rockets and artificial intelligence, yet we
are still teaching in an education system that was set up for factory workers some 200 years
ago. What we should be doing instead is to focus on skill-building and setting any learner –
be it in compulsory education or in lifelong learning – up for success?
Also, according to the European Commission’s new Entrepreneurship Competence
Framework, entrepreneurial education includes life skills as well as business skills (click here
for link source). It means learners can act upon opportunities and ideas and transform them
into value for others, whether financial, cultural, or social.
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The 5 pillars of Uni-earth
Uni-earth offers an alternative education that equips students on a personal as well
as a professional level to make a positive contribution as part of workplace of the
near future.
It's method is bases around the following 5 pillars:

Pillar 1
Cause driven

Pillar 2
Personal
growth

Pillar 3
Multidisciplinary

Pillar 4
Method-based
learning

Pillar 5
Pick & choose
syllabus

Pillar 1
Cause driven

Communities of students are formed around a real challenge. This challenge can come from a
company, institution or from the students themselves. Based on this cause, students will chose to
learn certain skills or knowledge or do research. This approach stimulates a learning by doing
approach, it makes the knowledge and skills that are acquired relevant and applicable and it also
fosters a entrepreneurial mindset. At the end of the project, the students will have made a real
positive impact on society.

Pillar 2
Personal growth

Other than gaining knowledge and skills, Uni-earth also focuses on personal development. Each
individual has their unique gifts and motivations that if nourished in the right way, allows them to
make an important and valuable contribution to world.
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Pillar 2
Personal growth

(Continued…)

Uni-earth helps students discover their Ikigai. Ikigai is a Japanese word that literally means: “a reason
for living”. It is the combination of finding a goal or purpose in your life that is something you love to
do, you are good at and that you can be paid for and the world needs (see diagram below). In
Uni-earth students choose the challenges that they want to work on (purpose based learning). The
aim is that they work on something that match their interest and they discover how they can maximise
the impact of their talents, in other words to discover their Ikigai.
Apart from helping students find their personal purpose, Uni-earth also supports the students in other
parts of their personal growth journey, using different methods, for example by embodied learning (a
contemporary pedagogical theory of learning, which emphasizes the use of the body in the educational
practice).
Success cases regarding similar education methods (pedagogically speaking) can be found in current
and more classic initiatives such as Scouting. Scouting: as an educational system helps young people to
develop their full physical, intellectual, emotional, social and spiritual capacities as individuals and as
members of society, and thus contribute to the development of a better world. “Education” means
different things to different people. In everyday language in some parts of the world, education is
primarily associated, at its most basic level, with learning to read, write and master basic arithmetic
and, on a higher level, with gaining academic knowledge and vocational skills through school,
university, and so on. In Scouting (as in our model) however, education is considered in its broad
sense as being the process through which each of us develops our various capabilities throughout life,
both as an individual and as a member of society. The aim of education, in this broad sense, is to
contribute to the full development of an autonomous, supportive, responsible and committed person.

Pillar 3
Multidisciplinary

World issues are becoming increasingly complex and therefore need a multi perspective and
multidisciplinary views and skills. Uni-earth therefore forsters working in multidisciplinary teams.
Moreover Uni-earth allows individuals to focus on more than one discipline (trans-disciplinary) which
makes it easier for different specialities to complement each other and work together on a common
challenge.
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Pillar 4

Pillar 5

erves as an inspiration for challenge to tackle.

Images of the “making of”
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